CELEBRITY NEWS

LIFE’S A DRAG FOR
CNN GOOF CUOMO!

NOW
Melissa Rivers is
channeling mom
Joan by having
cosmetic surgeries

She’s had work on her
face to look like Joan

– TOP
DOC

NIP/TUCK JUNKIE
MELISSA TURNING
INTO HER MOTHER!
THEN

M

ELISSA Rivers is
morphing into her
late mom Joan
Rivers — thanks
to a series of cosmetic
procedures!
The 48-year-old’s wrinkle-free face is turning into
the spitting image of Joan’s
tightened mug — and it’s
due to a host of surgeries,
says cosmetic surgeon Dr.
John Zannis.
“She appears to have had
several procedures similar
to her mom, including an
eyelid lift, brow lift, face-lift
and rhinoplasty,” he says.
An insider says Melissa
misses her nip/tuck-loving
mom — who reportedly had

over 700 cosmetic fixes —
“so much, she’s getting cosmetic surgeries to look even
more like her.”
Now, her resemblance is
so uncanny that she was
able to do a cameo as Joan
in the 2015 Oscar-nominated film “Joy.”

Winner by a nose

Dr. Zannis, who has not
treated Melissa, says, “She
looks good. I would recommend a revision of her nose.
There are noticeable bumps
and some crookedness . . .
which should be corrected.”
He continued, “I would
also recommend fillers
or fat grafting to her lips

to balance out her full
cheekbones.”
Melissa originally denied
ever having a nose job or
any other cosmetic work,
but in 2009, confessed, “I
had my breasts enlarged
and my nose done as a
teenager, which had to be
re-fixed, and I do Botox, too.”
A source says the “Fashion Police” star and her late
mother turned to plastic
surgery to battle their low
self-esteem.
Ironically, Melissa, once
staged a plastic surgery
intervention for Joan, who
was then 78.
Now, Melissa might need
the same help!

CHRIS Cuomo’s drag-racing crash of his
1969 Pontiac convertible into a parked
Mercedes-Benz was booze-fueled.
A source says the 45-year-old CNN
newsman “was drinking” and “sent home”
from his wife’s party at a glitzy Southampton, N.Y., club.
Moments later, Cuomo got into an illegal
drag race, “lost control” and crashed,
sources say.
Photos show him and another car lined
up with a woman holding out her arms as
if starting a race.
Meanwhile, pals insist there was NO
race, saying Chris was just goofing around.
Brandi’s
little black
book is
chock-full of
men ready
for sex!

‘HOUSEWIFE’ BRANDI’S

BIZARRE
BOOTY CALLS!
REALITY show hottie Brandi Glanville brags that she has a list of guys
she calls for sizzling sex romps.
The “Real Housewives of Beverly
Hills” beauty, who often posts her
sexy snaps online, says her bed buddies “know it’s going to be good sex,
and we’re not going to be a couple.”
Dumped by then-hubby actor Eddie
Cibrian for songbird LeAnn Rimes,
Brandi, 43, has been linked to actors
Gerard Butler, Matt LeBlanc and
David Schwimmer.
Brandi also mentions that when
one of her guys gets a galpal — she
cuts him off.
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